Belgium Gas Hub Merger

Following the announcement from Fluxys Belgium of the intention to merge the gas trading services “ZTP notional” and “ZTP physical” on 1st October 2023, LEBA Limited have reviewed the Zeebrugge indices data suites and will be making the following changes.

On 1st October 2023:

- All LEBA Limited ZEE indices will cease publication, historical records will be kept available for reference.
- All LEBA Limited ZTP indices will continue to be published as before. There will be no changes to the LEBA Limited ZTP index identifiers, definitions or methodology.

Historical Data
Due to the difference in the underlying pricing and measurement units’ historical data will not be merged, neither shall ZEE historical data form all or part of the historical data for ZTP indices. However, the ZEE historical data will be made available for analysis purposes.

Customers consuming CSV files from the LEBA Limited SFTP service

The following changes to the CSV files will take effect on 1st October 2023;

Files in the following folders will cease to be published. Existing files will be kept for historical analysis;

EUROGAS\ZEE
EUROGAS\FORWARDS\ZEE

Files in the following folders will continue to be published.

EUROGAS\ZTP
EUROGAS\FORWARDS\ZTP

Customers using legacy files

The following files will continue to be published for the time being, however all Zeebrugge lines will be published with zero volume, WA fields will be empty, and STATUS set to 3;

EUROGAS\FORWARDS \ LEBA_dd-mmm-yyyy\EUROGAS\FORWARDS.csv

Files in the following folder will cease to be published as there will no longer be any useful data contained within;

UKGAS

Access to this folder will be removed over time as all data is available under the current file structures in;

EUROGAS
EUROGAS\FORWARDS

Customers still using legacy files are strongly urged to migrate to the current files where each gas hub is contained in a separate folder.

For reference the Fluxys announcements can be found at:
and: